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1. Overview of the structure of the exam paper
2. Various categories of questions asked
3. Problematic areas for students, from marking 

schemes and examiners' reports
4. Synthesising findings into classroom teaching and 

learning strategies
5. Maximising the effectiveness of preparing 

students for exam questions
6. Q&A

Agenda
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“Assessment is the tail that 
wags the dog”
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Smart Study Science p. ix (Folens)

Note: The above format was that used in the 2018 Sample Exam Paper and in the 2019 Examination Paper. 
However, in the 2022 Exam Paper, Section B (Q 11- 15) consisted of  2 x 30 marks, 2 x 45 marks and 1 x 60 
marks questions. Also, in the 2023 Exam Paper, Section B (Q. 11 -15) consisted of 1 x 30 marks and 4 x 45 
mark questions. The overall total of 360 marks is unchanged. The Assessment Task has not been examined 
since 2019, i.e. all marks are now calculated on the written paper alone. 
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“Questions asked candidates to evaluate evidence and 
demonstrate their:
• Scientific knowledge
• Understanding
• Reasoning
• Problem-solving abilities”
        - Chief Examiner’s Report 2019 (p. 3)



1. Questions that test knowledge of key terms and definitions 
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(p.157)

(p. 101)

(p. 273)
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p. 288



9

p. 413



10

p. 388
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p. 400



(2022 Q13)

Answered badly. Must mention the word 
TEMPERATURE. “Heat” not acceptable. 
Many students did not mention BOTH 
states (solid AND liquid)

Answered badly. Many students did not 
refer to no new substance being 
formed. 

Essential Science p. 153. 

Essential Science p. 194



2022 Q13 (f)Badly answered

Essential Science p. 261



2022 Q3



2022 Q15.



2022 Q 15

2022 Q14



(2023 Q10)

In part (ii) students had to supply 
two pieces of information to get 
the 3 marks
Proton: positive or +1 or +
           AND
Neutron: neutral  or 0 or no 
charge



(2023 Q10)
This question was poorly answered.
See summary of atomic structures of first 20 
elements on p. 246 Essential Science

(2023 Q10)



(2023 Q10)

(2023 Q. 14)



(2023 Q3)

“endo” was not acceptable. Students must write out the full name “endothermic”. 





(2023 Q14)



(2023 Q8)0 marks awarded for wrong 
spelling, e.g. methyl orange NOT 
methylene orange. 
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“Evidence of high levels 
of knowledge – and 
lower levels of 
understanding, 
application and analysis 
- was seen in 
candidates’ answers to 
questions related to 
each of the four 
contextual strands of the 
specification”

 - Chief Examiner’s 
Report p. 6. 

This weakness among 
students can be addressed 
by getting them to 
undertake lots of 
examination-style 
questions in the end of 
chapter questions, the 
Assessment Skills Book 
(Workbook), the 
Laboratory Notebook, 
videos  and the many 
online Worksheets on 
each chapter.  

2019 Q4
- See Essential Science p. 200. 
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2. Questions that ask students to draw labelled diagrams or insert labels 
on a diagram or blanks in a sentence. 

p. 233
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p. 216



2022 Q10



(2023 Q2)



(2023 Q3) 

Students 
commonly lost 
marks for 
“Energy” on Y 
axis



2022 Q12



(2023 Q13)



2023 Q15



(2023 Q. 15)



3. Questions that ask students to complete a table or complete a 
sentence (cloze tests) 
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p. 239



2022 Q14(h) (iii)
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p. 216

“A much lower level of 
achievement was shown in 
answers to question 4(b) which 
required candidates to cite 
evidence for the conservation 
of mass during a chemical 
reaction”
 Chief Examiner’s Report p. 6











Which Molymod set to buy?

Lennox Lab 
Supplies are the 
Irish agents for 
Molymod



(2023 Q. 3)



(2023 Q.9)



(2023 Q 9)

(p. 260 Essential Science)

Malleable – metals can 
be beaten into shapes
“Metals can be shaped” 
is not accepted – 0 
marks



(2023 Q 4)

(Essential Science p. 154 – 
155)



4. Questions that ask students to interpret a diagram or identify parts in a 
diagram. 
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p. 43



47

p. 166



48

p. 25



2022 Q3

Must mention that element X (carbon) 
has 4 electrons in its outer orbit
OR carbon needs 4 electrons
OR carbon has combining power of 4

(p. 253 Essential Science)



Explanation why CH4  is the 
formula of methane is given 
in Essential Science p. 251



2022 Q 14 (h)



(2023 Q14)



5. Questions that ask students to draw graphs and interpret data 
presented in graphs. 
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p. 312

“While students, in many 
instances, perform well 
on questions that require 
them to recall 
information, they 
frequently perform less 
well on questions that 
require them to use 
higher-order skills, 
including understanding, 
application, analysis, 
evaluation and 
synthesis.”
Chief Examiner’s Report 
p. 8
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2019 Q 7.  Interpretation of graphs
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2019 Q 10.  Interpretation of graphs

Time inserted incorrectly here
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2019 Q 12  Bar chart unacceptable here

Needed to link X and Y 
axis
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2022 Q 11
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Label one of the 
lines. No bar 
charts. 
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2022 Q 5
Do not accept amps/ amperes/ A/I

Do not accept ‘goes through ‘origin’ or ‘straight’
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2022 Q 5
Do not accept amps/ amperes/ A/I

Do not accept ‘goes through ‘origin’ or ‘straight’
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2022 Q 6   Hypotheses:  Must not be a question. Should link two 
variables  (if….. then….). 
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2022 Q.7 

Did not accept 
stopping/stops/declining

Did not accept 
parked or idle. 
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Marks lost if widths of bars in bar chart were not 
consistent.

1.6 m as less percentage error

Lab Coat/ Glasses/ tie back hair/ gloves  0

PE instead of Potential energy  0
Moving energy for Kinetic  0

2023 Q 12 
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p. 175
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Chief Examiners Report 2019
Students’ ability to engage with graphs is  important and 
deserves emphasis. Such skills include: 
-    choosing what sort of graph 
- drawing  including the choice of axes and scales 
- using graphs –to extract information
-  notice trends and patterns, and draw  conclusions. 
- It is important that students have experience of engaging with 

graphs that compare two or more sets of bivariate data. 
- It is also important that students have  experience of using 

graphs that present information from an unfamiliar context.
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Dedicated Chapter on Graphs
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Revision of graph technique throughout the book
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Plenty of practice drawing and interpreting 
unfamiliar graphs throughout the book.
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Practice at drawing and interpreting 
unfamiliar graphs



(2022 Q. 9)





(Essential Sc p. 428)



(2023 Q14)



(2023 Q. 14)



(2023 Q14)
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6. Questions that ask students to perform calculations. 

p. 298



78
(p. 342)



2022 Q14
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Appendix on the 8 essential equations in 
physics.
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Chief Examiners Report

• Observation: Answers to questions also indicated that many 
candidates struggled to understand the use of compound scientific 
units.

• Recommendation: Candidates should show their calculation work 
clearly. Calculations should be fully completed; an answer should not 
be left as ⁸⁄₂, for instance – this calculation should be completed to 
give 4. Candidates should remember to give units where relevant with 
all numerical answers, irrespective of whether or not the question 
explicitly asks for units.
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All exemplar calculations – three step
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p. 326

Knowledge questions  such as questions 7(a) and 13(f) – done very well, but students performed less well on, for 
example, question  16(f), which asked candidates to apply their understanding of mass, weight and gravity in the 
context of different moons and planets.
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Weight and Gravity covered twice. Once in 
forces and again in celestial bodies.



(2023 Q. 5)



(2023 Q7)



7. Questions that test students’ knowledge of laboratory procedures and 
apparatus.
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p. 67



88

p. 138
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(p. 191)



90

p. 368
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p. 224



Ess. Science p. 57
and 2023 Q15
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“Candidates have good understanding of 
experimental design and the use of standard 
laboratory equipment and techniques.”
              Chief Examiners Report p. 5, 



2022 Q5



Badly answered. Many students did not 
mention the word evaporation (or 
distillation).
Transfer of knowledge from isolating salt 
from salt solution to isolating sucrose from 
sucrose solution was a problem for many 
students.
Marks also lost due to diagrams not being 
labelled and no indication where sucrose 
is located at end of separation.  

2022 Q13 (h)

Essential Science p. 180





(2023 Q.12)



(2023 Q. 12)



Students need to be clear on the concept of a hypothesis

(Essential
Science
p. 3)



8. Questions that ask students to show a detailed understanding of 
certain ideas in science 
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p. 263



A boy bit off a piece of a brown bread sandwich.

A short time later, the cells in the boy’s body were able to use the 
energy contained in the bread’s carbohydrate. Describe the processes 
that happened to the bread (and the carbohydrate in it) from when 
the boy put the bread into his mouth to when his cells used the 
energy in the carbohydrate.

                                                                                             SEC 2023 Q14 (f)
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“It is recommended that students practice and develop the skills needed to produce paragraph-length answers”.
 Chief examiners report 2019
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p. 92



103

p. 101

(2019)
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Answers to the question to 
determine the chemical formula 
for aluminium chloride were of “a 
generally poor standard”
- Chief Examiner’s Report. p. 6

104

p. 255

Also badly answered 
in 2022 and 2023 so 
we can expect this 
type of question to be 
a feature of future 
exam questions. 
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(p. 250)



(2022 Q6)



(2022 Q17)



9. Questions that require students to read a short article and answer 
some questions based on the article 
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p. 112



109

p. 112



110

p. 113
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p. 5



(2022 Q14)





10. Multiple choice questions.
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p. 79



(2022 Q6)



(2022 Q6)



2022 Q11



2022 Q12
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Make sure you prepare your 
students to answer all 10 types 

of questions! Preparing students to answer all 10 
categories of questions is the key to 
success on the examination paper. 



Reducing the Cognitive Load on Students

121
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As a result of feedback from teachers, in the second edition we have cut down on the 
long sections of text in Essential Science. This is in keeping with the findings of research 
in how students learn key concepts in science. 
Diagrams are now being used to get in all the important points – short and clear.
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What would usually  entail a separate labelled diagram and a table of functions 
is now replaced with this:
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We have also given the human systems the labelled diagram with functions treatment.

Being aware of cognitive load is a 
modern idea in teaching science.

Callouts on diagrams help the learner 
to match functions with parts more 
easily – thus reducing the cognitive 
load.

The Royal Society of Chemistry and the 
Institute of Physics promote easinng 
cognitive load.
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Respiratory system
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For experiments, callouts are 
used to huge benefit.
•Plain black writing for the labels
•Yellow background for the steps 
in the procedure
•Pink background for other 
important points
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Examination preparation

“It is recommended that students practice and develop the skills needed to produce paragraph-length answers”.
 Chief examiners report 2019
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The chief examiner, in his report on 
the 2019 exam, made reference to 
the fact that the concept of a control 
was only answered correctly by 12% 
of candidates.
This type of question was also asked 
in 2023. 
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p. 165

First Edition p. 158 

Second Edition

Students are asked on the examination papers for the steps 
involved in various experimental procedures. 
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p. 162

p. 164



Essential Science p. 230

Teaching the concept of Activation Energy
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(p. 163)



135

(p. 173)



136

p. 199
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Integrated instruction- make material easier to 
visualise/learn. 

p. 294

First Edition p. 280
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Emphasis on step-by-step method on the 
physics section
Emphasis on a step by step method of carrying out 
calculations to unsure that students will get attempt 
marks for work that is partially correct.

p. 293

Candidates should show their 
calculation work clearly. Calculations 
should be fully completed.
- SEC Chief Examiner’s Report p. 8
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Questions made more appealing using additional 
diagrams where possible.

p. 302Second Edition

In keeping with the SEC Exam Paper many 
questions are illustrated as shown. 
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Questions made more appealing using diagrams 
where possible

p. 308
Second Edition
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Electricity chapter split into two different sections

Greater teacher choice to complete topic consecutively or to take a break, 
revise and build on previous knowledge. 
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Additional diagrams to help students visualise/model 
various concepts

p. 356

p. 395

p. 384
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p.333
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Additional diagrams with matching photos
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p. 360
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p. 362
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Sankey Diagrams

p. 334



Overcoming common 
misconceptions/errors that are 
evident from marking of past 

examination questions

148
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Exam tips to point out some misconceptions
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2019 Q2 Calculations and UNITS 
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2019 C sinks the MOST
Sinking on own  0
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2019 Q 16
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2022 Q 2
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2022 Q 2

Collinear and at least two named 
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(d) Light of Sun reflected from Moon. Sun illuminates Moon. Did not accept Sun Shines on Moon. 

2022 Q 6
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2022 Q 8 Very poorly answered. 

Could Kill you  0
Dangerous  6

2023 Did not accept: you could die, bad for 
health, no gravity, dangerous. 
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2022 Q 11

NB. When explaining Seasons must say tilted not leaning etc. 



2022 Q 14

158
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2022 Q 15
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2023 10 (c) 

Did not accept : Renewable/ sustainable/ cheap/ replaced fossil fuels/ Generates more energy/ more 
powerful/ more electricity. 
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2023 Q 11 
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2023 Q 13 

No marks for definition of galaxy as collection of solar systems 
or suns. 

Must say orbit. Circle, rotate  0



Science in Society Assessment Task



Science in Society Assessment Task (10%). 
 A full chapter (Chapter 40) on the Science in Society Assessment Task.
 Chapter 40 includes SEC booklet with model answers completed for 

each section of the booklet to show students the depth of answering 
required to get full marks. 

 A blank SEC booklet included in the Assessment Skills Book to help 
students practice writing up the Science in Society Asssessment Task. 

164

Many of the skills which students develop while undertaking the 
Assessment Task are assessed in the examination paper. (Chief 
Examiner’s Report 2019)
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p. 417 p. 418
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Students are 
guided 
through the 
filling out of 
the SEC 
booklet step-
by-step with 
explanations 
of what is 
required by 
each 
question and 
model 
answers 
supplied. 

p.419 p. 420
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Assessment Skills Book

p. 144 p. 145



Classroom Based Assessment:
Extended Experimental Investigations 

(Chapter 41)



Extended Experimental Investigations (CBA1). 
 A new chapter (Chapter 41) has been included to bring 

students through each step needed to carry out and write up 
the Extended Experimental Investigation.

 A blank template for writing up the Extended Experimental 
Investigation is included in the Student Laboratory Notebook.  

169
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p. 422 p. 423
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p. 424 p. 425



Students need practice in dealing with 
independent and dependent variables



Time alone/ age of bread accepted.
‘Keep the bread same’ 0

2023 Q14
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p. 132 p. 133
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p. 426

Understanding 
of hypothesis:
“moderate-to- 
poor levels of 
understanding”
Chief 
Examiner’s 
Report (p. 5)
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(p.423)



177

(p. 428)



Videos and Online Materials – FolensHIVE



More Folens Videos! 
 An expanded set of videos specifically made for Junior Cycle Science
 A full suite of additional videos to backup the experiments covered in the 

textbook and Laboratory Notebook 
 In addition, videos of teacher demonstration experiments are also included in the 

Essential Science Teaching package. 
  Ideal for online and in-class learning, showing students the laboratory practical 

techniques and revising for the examination. Data from Folens website clearly 
shows the huge demand for these videos. Other related videos are also available. 

 Before students can carry out investigations in the lab they must build up the key 
laboratory skills. 

 Videos are linked to the Essential Science Laboratory Notebook 

179



Navigation menu



1. Introduction

2. The Nature of Science strand

3. The Biological World strand

4. The Chemical World strand

5. The Physical World strand

6. The Earth and Space strand

7. Laboratory Organisation and Management

8. Apparatus required for Junior Cycle Science

9. Chemicals required for Junior Cycle Science

10. Preparation of Laboratory reagents

11. Worked Solutions and Answers to numerical problems 
in textbook and workbook.

12. Examples of Open-Ended Investigations / Extended 
Experimental Investigations.

13. Scheme of Work and Units of Work

181
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Additional Teachers’ Resources. 
An expanded suite of resources to help the busy teacher has already been  provided in 

the first edition. In addition to these comprehensive resources, we now have an 
expanded Teacher’s Guide to include:

  More detailed units of work spanning the three years of the course to help 
teachers plan and navigate their way through the specification. 

 Updated materials on  Extended Expt Investigations (CBA1) with lots of examples.  
 Detailed editable online Powerpoints for each chapter, 
 Online Worksheets to be used for class tests and school examinations,
 Updated references to short, relevant and succinct YouTube videos listed in 

Teachers’ Guide to assist teachers use these in classroom and remote learning.  

184



New online Worksheets for all chapters in textbook 

185



  Conclusions
• Full chapter on Drawing and Analysing Graphs. (Chapter 2)

• Full chapter on the Science in Society Assessment Task. (Chapter 40) = 10% of SEC examination (+ CBA2)

• Full chapter on Extended Experimental Investigations – Chapter 41. (CBA1)

• Student Laboratory Notebook with all the key experiments needed to achieve the learning outcomes. 

• Custom-made videos produced by Folens specifically for the new specification and to aid online learning.  

• Online resources and videos for teachers on the Extended Experimental Investigations.

• Exam Tips based on marking schemes, Chief Examiner’s report and common student misconceptions. 

• Blue boxes summarising all the key points for the visual learners (Integrated Instructions to lower cognitive 
load). 

Thanks for all the very helpful feedback on the first edition of Essential Science and for making it such a popular 
publication in very many schools throughout Ireland. 
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Why we are better than the competition



Find out more about Essential Science at Folens.ie

https://www.folens.ie/books-and-programmes/post-primary/essential-science-2nd-edition/digital-resources/all?button=submenu
https://www.folens.ie/books-and-programmes/post-primary/essential-science-2nd-edition/digital-resources/all?button=submenu


Your local Folens sales representative

Available for meetings at time that suits you

Support you with your classroom needs

Support for upcoming book scheme



Q&A



Thank You!
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